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Fluorite’s Physical Properties 
 

Chemical Formula:  CaF2 ~ Calcium Fluoride 
Crystal System:  Isometric (also called 

“Cubic”) 
Luster:  Vitreous (also called “glassy”) 

Hardness:  4 
Specific Gravity:  3.0 - 3.3 

Fracture:  Conchoidal (also called “shell-like”) 
Cleavage:  Perfect Octahedral.  This means 
that with care, you can break a piece of fluo-

rite into a perfect, 8-sided diamond shape 
which is called an octahedron. 

 
Transparent.  Often fluorescent. 

 
 

The Name “Fluorite” 
The name “Fluorite” was created from the Latin word    

fluere which means to flow.  You see, fluorite is what 

metallurgists call a flux.  Smelting is the process of  
removing valuable metal from its ore.  For example, when an 
ore, like the iron ore hematite is smelted, it is heated to 
very high temperatures to make the metal (iron) come out of 

the ore.  But this takes a LOT of heat!  When the flux mineral (fluorite) is added to the 

hematite, the iron comes out of the ore at a lower temperature!   So, the flux 
mineral called fluorite makes iron flow out of iron ore at a lower temperature!  This makes 
it easier to remove the iron and saves a lot of money because it takes less fuel to heat the 
ore. 
 There are a number of other words that come from the mineral name Fluorite.  One 
of the elements removed from fluorite is fluorine which is used to make the chemical  
fluoride that is used in toothpaste.  The special property of fluorescence where ultraviolet 
light creates different colors in minerals was probably first seen in the mineral fluorite and 
so was named after this special mineral species. 



The “Big Number 4” 
 
 The “Mineral Hardness Scale” was created by the 
German mineralogist, Friedrich Mohs, in 1812.  He se-
lected 10 common minerals that were easy to find and 
put them in order, from softest to hardest, 1 being the 
softest and 10 being the hardest.  Fluorite is  
number 4 on this scale.  By using this scale, you 
will discover that fluorite can scratch  calcite, but  
calcite, which is softer, cannot scratch fluorite.   
Apatite, which is harder, can scratch   fluorite. 

 
1. Talc 

2.  Gypsum 
3.  Calcite 

4. Fluorite 
5.  Apatite 

6.  Orthoclase Feldspar 
7.  Quartz 
8.  Topaz 

9.  Corundum 
10. Diamond 

 
 Hardness is one of the physical 

properties used to identify minerals.  Other physical properties used to 
identify minerals are streak, luster, color, crystal form, specific gravity, 
cleavage, and fracture.  Sometimes, magnetism, reaction to acid and    
optical properties are used, too. 
 
Picture above:  Friedrich Mohs, public domain. 



Colorful Fluorite 
 
Some have called fluorite “The most colorful mineral in the world!”  Others 

have described it “like a bouquet of flowers.”  Without a doubt, fluorite 
can be found in all the colors of the rainbow - and more!   

 

 Pure fluorite contains only two elements, calcium and fluorine.  Its chemical 
formula is CaF2.  When you find pure fluorite in nature, it is colorless and clear as glass.  But 
pure minerals are not often found in nature.  They usually contain small amounts of other  

elements or have defects in the crystals and these “impurities” create color in fluorite.  
It is difficult to describe what causes color in fluorite without 
talking about chemistry, and a lot of our young mineral students 
don’t know a lot of chemistry yet.  So, here is a very simple  
description.  Maybe you can study some chemistry with your 
teacher or family! 
 

Green in fluorite can be created when some of the calcium (Ca) 
is replaced by the element samarium (Sm).  Green fluorite cubes 
from China. ► 

 

◄Purple in fluorite can 
be created when radiation 
causes special changes in the 
crystal structure.  The  
presence of something  

mineralogists call calcium 
colloids can create colors that range from blue 
to darkest purple.  This can get very compli-

cated, but you can think of a “calcium colloid” as bunches of special  
calcium atoms. Above left: Deep purple fluorite cubes from Penfield 
Quarry, Penfield, New York, USA 
 

◄Yellow in fluorite is also created by special chemical changes  
inside the crystal.  Yellow fluorite forms when two fluorine ions (F) are 
replaced by one oxygen (O) ion.  Intergrown yellow fluorite cubes from 
the Hilton mine, Scordale, Westmoreland, England. 



 
Pink and red in fluorite is created by 
a very complicated chemical change in the 
fluorite that involves the elements yttrium 
(Y) and oxygen (O).  We’ll leave the details 
to the experts, but it is fun for you to 
learn that small changes inside a fluorite 
crystal can create very different colors.  
Pink octahedral fluorite crystals on smoky 
quartz from The Goscheneralp, Uri,  
Switzerland ► 

 
 

◄Light blue in fluorite can be created 
when the rare element yttrium (Y) takes the 
place of some of the calcium (Ca) atoms.   
Lilac purple fluorite with blue edges from 
the Bingham mine, Socorro County, New 
Mexico, USA. 
 
 
 

Brown in fluorite is created by impurities of 
hyrdrocarbon material like oil or tar that are trapped in 
the fluorite crystal structure.  “Hydrocarbons” are 
materials that were created by decaying plants that were 
trapped in sediments.  Later, when the sediments became 
rock, the plant material broke down (decayed) into large 
molecules made up of hydrogen and carbon.   Brown 

fluorite cubes from Clay Center, 
Ohio, USA. ► 
 

◄Color Zones in fluorite 
are created when there are 
differences in the chemical 
environment as the fluorite formed over thousands and millions of 
years.  Sometimes the changes go back and forth, back and forth and 
create zones that look like layers, like this slice of “Blue John” 
fluorite from England. 



“Blue John” Fluorite 
 
Almost 2,000 years ago the Romans discovered a  
deposit of fluorite that is now world-famous.      
Perhaps they were searching for other ore minerals 
like galena; no one really knows.  But what they did 
find were veins of banded fluorite.  This deposit is 
in an area known today as Castleton, Hope Valley, 
Derbyshire, England.  It is the only deposit of fluo-
rite of its kind anywhere in the world.  Items carved 
from this fluorite were found at the ruins of      
Pompeii in Italy.  This tells us that the Romans used 
their fluorite discovery to create decorative items. 
 

This banded, massive fluorite is known as Blue 
John.  It is also called Derbyshire Spar.  
It has bands of purple and white (and sometimes 

yellow).  You may ask, “Then why is it called ‘Blue John’?”  It is believed that this name 
comes from two French words, bleu which means blue and jaune which means yellow, a ref-
erence to its colors. 
 
Today the Blue John fluorite is found in veins that are about three inches thick.  It is  
carefully removed and then - very carefully - carved into ornamental objects.  In earlier 
days, larger pieces were mined and they were carved into bowls, cups and larger decorative 
items.  It was also cut 
and polished to create 
stained glass items 
and inlaid in table tops.   
 
If you ever travel to  
England, stop at Blue 
John Cavern in Castle-
ton (pictured here).  
You can learn more 
about Blue John  
fluorite, the limestone 
rock it is in, and the 
history and geology of 
this unique deposit. 



Hidden Colors in Fluorite 
“Firefly Stone” - 螢石 

 
 On a warm summer night, you might see special insects flying around the 
woods and fields.  If you watch closely, you will see them light up, like little yellow light bulbs.  
On and off, on and off . . . they sparkle in the air.  These wonderful beetles are called  

fireflies or lightning bugs.  If you catch one in a jar, you will see that the end of 
their bodies really do light up!  The light is created by a chemical reaction.  This is called 

bioluminescence.   
 Fluorite can light up like a light bulb, too.  Hundreds, maybe even thousands of years 
ago, people noticed that some fluorite specimens would glow a bluish-white color after being 
removed from sunlight and put in the dark.  English miners and mineral collectors noticed 
that fluorite specimens from the Rogerley mine in Weardale, England would glow in the dark 

after they sat in sunlight.  This natural phenomenon is called phosphorescence.  This 

may be the reason that the Japanese call fluorite Firefly Stone.  The characters in 

the Japanese language look like this, 螢石 and are pronounced Hotaruishi.  To the 
Japanese, some fluorite specimens can glow in the dark - just like a firefly! 
 Here at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show™ we are featuring the many different    
colors of fluorite.  There are also other colors that are created by different kinds of light.  
When fluorite is placed under         

ultraviolet light it can be 
fluorescent blue, red, yellow, 
white and green.  Ultraviolet 
light is light that cannot be seen 
by the human eye.  However, 
when it is absorbed by a mineral, 
ultraviolet light can create    
wonderful colors in the mineral.  
Look for the displays of ultravio-
let fluorite specimens here at 
the show. 



Fluorite from Around the World 
A Rainbow of Colors ~ A Variety of Shapes 

 

 Fluorite can be found all over the world.  There are so many  
occurrences of fluorite, we could never include them all in this publication.  So we’re going to 
go on a trip around the world with you to show off some of the wonderful colors and shapes 
of fluorite.  Grab your pencils, your backpack and compass and travel along with us! 
 
 

 

Rounded Fluorite 
Fluorite can be found in rounded masses like 
this specimen (left) from Mahodari, Nasik,  
India.  It is a vug in the black igneous rock 
called basalt.  The vug (or hole) is filled with 
small, white quartz crystals.  On top of the 
quartz has grown yellow-brown calcite      
crystals.  On top of the calcite crystals has 
grown red fluorite spheres.  The deep red 
color of the fluorite is from hematite that 
has been trapped in the fluorite. 
 
Below is another rounded fluorite specimen.  
This is a grayish-purple fluorite from Fourmile 
Creek, Fremont County, Colorado, USA.  When 

a mineral forms this rounded, lumpy 
formation, it is described as botryoi-
dal which means grape-like because, as 
you can see, it looks like a bunch of 
grapes. 



Minerals Associated with Fluorite 
As you look through this book and the specimens at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show™ you 
will see the many different minerals that are associated with fluorite.  A number of examples 
are scattered throughout this book.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Above is a simple green fluorite cube (notice it has some cracks in it).  It has grown with 
large, black tourmaline crystals (black tourmaline is called schorl) and rough, creamy feldspar 
crystals.  This specimen is from Erongo, Namibia, Africa.  Below is another incredible fluorite 
specimen from Erongo.  It is dark green with dark purple edges!  It has grown with gemmy, 
glassy, light blue beryl crystals.  Light blue beryl is called aquamarine.  Fluorite is also  
associated with calcite, barite, quartz, and galena. 



 
On the following pages you will learn what fluorite   
crystals look like when different crystal forms 
“add” together.  Here are two purple fluorite  
crystals sitting on a twinned calcite crystal.  After 
reading the next section, can you identify the two 
different crystal forms that combined to form 
these fluorite crystals? 
______________________________________ 
 
 

 
Uses for Fluorite 

 One of the more important use of fluorite today is as a flux 
in the process of removing iron from iron ore, like hematite (pictured 

right).  This process is called smelting.  When fluorite is added 
to a mixture of hematite and lime and oxygen, the iron separates 
from the rest of the rock at lower temperatures.  (Test:  Do you    
remember the origin of the name fluorite?) 
 Fluorite is very important in the chemical industry.  Remember 

that fluorite contains the elements calcium (Ca) and fluorine 

(F) in the formula CaF2.  Compounds made with fluorine are very 
useful in industry, science and our daily lives.  Fluorine is used in the 
material called Teflon.  This is the non-stick coating used on cooking 
pans.  It is also used in hydrofluoric acid.  Hydrofluoric acid is used 
to etch glass, dissolve rocks and minerals, make many medicines, and in the processes used to 
turn oil into gasoline and other fuels. 
 You use a product every day that was made with the help of the mineral fluorite.  Your 

toothpaste contains a chemical compound called sodium fluoride which makes your 

teeth harder so that they will resist decay.  Sodium fluoride contains fluorine.  Fluorine 

comes from fluorite! 
 Earlier in this book you learned that Blue John fluorite was carved into decorative items.  
Today, fluorite is polished and carved into stones for jewelry.  Even though it is fairly soft and 
breaks (cleaves) rather easily, it can be made into rings, earrings, necklaces and bracelets. 



Crystal Math 
What happens when one  fluorite crystal form is added to another? 

 
 Crystallography can be a very difficult and very confusing subject to learn.  Sometimes 
it is much easier to learn by seeing real-life examples.  So here are some real fluorite speci-
mens that will teach you how two different crystal forms can be “added” to each other to 
create a final specimen.   
 
 Let’s start with the simple basics.  Fluorite crys-
tallizes in the isometric or cubic crystal system.  The 
most basic and common crystal in the cubic system is 
the cube!  No surprise there.  Here is a fine specimen 
of fluorite cubes.  These are root beer brown crystals 
from Ohio. 
 
 Another very basic crystal shape in the isometric 

or cubic system 
is the octahe-
dron.  This is 
commonly known 
as the “diamond 
shape.”  It has 
8 triangle-shaped faces that are all the same size.  
Here is a specimen of very fine green octahedral 
crystals from South Africa.   
 
(By the way, are you coloring these specimens in as 
we go along?  Good!) 

 
 
 

Now, what would  
happen if you “added” an octahedral crystal 

to a cube? 
 
 

Right:  Pink fluorite from Peru. 



+ 
Combined 

With 

Octahedron 

= 
Creates 

This is a specimen of green and    
purple fluorite from Colorado that is 
a cube and the corners have been 
modified by an octahedron.  The final 
crystal still looks like a cube, but 
with its corners cut off. 

 Now, what would happen if we combined the same two shapes, but started with an octahe-
dron and then “added” a cube to it?  Would it look any different than the specimen pictured 
above?  Let’s look at the “math.” 

+ 
Combined 

With 

Cube 

= 
Creates 

These dark green fluorite 
crystals are from Erongo, 
Namibia, Africa.  They are  
octahedral crystals that 
have been changed or  
modified by cubes. 

Cube 

Octahedron 



 Now let’s do some “crystal math” with two other shapes.  You obviously know the cube.  
Another crystal form typical of the isometric system is the rhombic dodecahedron.  
“Dodecahedral” literally means 12 Faces.  A dodecahedron has 12 faces and each face in the 
rhombic dodecahedron has four sides.  Once again, let’s do the math. 

Cube 

+ 
Combined 

With 

= 
Creates 

Rhombic Dodecahedron 

A fluorite specimen which is a 
cube that has been modified 
by a rhombic dodecahedron.  
This is a purple crystal from 
Mexico. 

 There are a number of other crystal forms in the isometric system.  They include the 
Trapezohedron► 
 
         the pentagonal dodecahedron ► 
 
 
 
and the not-so-famous tetrahexahedron!► 
 
 
 
Do you want to see what happens when these different forms combine or “add” together?  Go 
to this website and see an incredible collection of graphics that show you, step by step, what 
crystals look like when the different forms combine. 

http://www.mindat.org/article.php/1140/
Crystal+Combinations+in+the+Isometric+System 



Cubes - Simple & Complicated 
 It is common to find simple cubes of fluorite.   

Here are a number of samples from around the world. 
 
 
 
◄Here are two deep purple fluorite 
cubes on dolomite (a sedimentary rock) 
matrix.  This specimen is from the   
Penfield Quarry, Penfield, New York, 
USA.  The small crystals are white  
dolomite crystals. 
 
Below Left:  Three large green inter-
grown cubes from the First Sovietskiy 
mines, Dal’negorsk, Primorskiy Kray, 
Russia.  Attached to the fluorite is 
white quartz. 

 
Below Right:  A single, perfect fluorite crystal on 
microcline feldspar from Park County, Colorado, USA.  
This beautiful crystal is green and has purple scattered 
here and there throughout. 



More Cubes 
 This outstanding specimen has four perfectly clear, undamaged fluorite crystals.  
They are so clear that not only can you see right through them, you can also see that they 
magnify the matrix on which they sit!  The fluorite is a very light, pastel green.  The     
crystals sit on a rust-red matrix.  This eye-catching specimen is another treasure from 
Dal’negorsk, Primorskiy Kray, Russia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This interesting specimen below is from Naica, Chihuahua, Mexico.  It is a collection of   
parallel purple cubes sitting in a nest of white calcite.  One feature that makes this     
specimen extra-interesting is that each crystal is light purple and they are all dark purple 
around the edges! 



Complicated Fluorite Cubes 
It is not unusual for large fluorite cubes to be made up of many smaller cubes that have 
grown together.  On the following pages are some outstanding fluorite specimens that show 
this feature. 

 
 
◄Deep purple fluorite cubes 
with orange-yellow calcite 
crystals.  This form of calcite 
is called scalenohedral.  The 
common name is dog-tooth spar 
because they look like a dog’s 
canine teeth.  Because the cal-
cite crystals have grown out 
like spines, this specimen has 
been described as “Hedgehog 
Calcite.”   
 
This stunning (and fairly       
famous) specimen is from  
Hunan, China. 

To the right is a grouping of intergrown, glassy, 
yellow fluorite crystals from Cave-in-Rock, Illinois.  
The Southern Illinois Fluorspar Deposits are one 
of the most important, most famous, and most   
influential mineral deposits in the world.  Though 
closed now, when the mines were open, they      
produced thousands upon thousands of high-
quality, colorful, interesting and important fluorite 
specimens.  You will see them in practically every 
museum and private collection in the world. 
 
Fluorite from the Illinois Fluorspar Deposits were 
found in practically every color imaginable.   



Below is one more eye-catching treasure.  It looks very much like the fluorites from the  
Illinois Fluorspar Deposits, however, this beauty is from the Fish-Stick Pocket, Bingham mine, 
Socorro County, New Mexico, USA.  Each crystal is blue-green around the edges and is lilac 
purple in the centers!  The color combinations of fluorite are practically endless! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
◄Here is a group of root beer brown fluorite 
crystals from Clay Center, Ottowa County, Ohio, 
USA.  They are light brown throughout, but 
they also have dark brown zones in the middle 
(which are represented by the dotted areas in 
the drawing).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And here is a fine group of purple fluorite cubes on 
white quartz from Yiwu, Zhejiang Province, China.► 



A Very L~O~N~G  
Fluorite Cube 

 
Pictured here is a very unusual crystallized fluorite specimen from 
the Slitt vein, Blackdene mine, Weardale, County Durham, England.  

It is a curved, elongated cube.  As this crystal developed, the  
environment allowed for the crystal to grow not as a usual cube, but 

as a rectangle.  The mineral kingdom always has many surprises 
to offer those who are looking for them.  Can you find other      
fluorite surprises here at the show? 
 

Octahedral  
                Fluorite Crystals 
Another typical crystal form for fluorite is 
the simple octahedra.  An octahedra is a     
diamond-shaped crystal that is made of 8   
triangular faces.  On the following pages are 
some octahedral fluorite specimens from all 
over the world. 
 
Here is a grouping of light pink fluorite octa-
hedra from Peru.  They are on a matrix that 
has brassy yellow pyrite cubes. ► 
 

 
◄Bright, apple green octahedra from 
Riemvasmaak, Northern Cape Province, South 
Africa. 



More Octahedral Fluorite Crystals 
Some of the rarest and most sought-after fluorite crystals are the beautiful light pink   
octahedra from the mountains of France and Switzerland.  (They may even be the most 
wanted of all mineral crystals!)   
 
Pictured below is a dream specimen of many light pink fluorite octahedra on black smoky 
quartz.  This specimen is from the Goscheneralp, Uri, Switzerland. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◄A single light pink fluorite octahedra on quartz.  
This specimen was discovered near Chamonix,        
Department de Haute-Savior, France.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This fluorite octahedra has a fascinating color  
pattern.  It is light green throughout.  The         
interesting feature is that it is purple around the 
edges!  It was discovered in Tongbei, Fujian      
Province, China. ► 
 
 

 
◄The Rock Candy mine in 
Grand Forks, British Colombia, 
Canada produced very 
interesting octahedral and 
cubic fluorite crystals for many 
years.  When the octahedral 
crystals are examined closely, 
you can see that each 
octahedron is composed of 
hundreds of little cubes.  Here 
is a specimen of three 
octahedra on white quartz 
crystal matrix.  They are light 
gray-green. 



 
◄Lavender purple fluorite octahedra from 
the Pine Canyon deposit, Grant County, New 
Mexico.  Many fluorite specimens from this 
locality are typical octahedra.  Notice that 
the octahedral crystals in this specimen are 
slightly curved on the edges.   
 
 
Below Right:  Apple-green fluorite octahedra 
on light pink rhodochrosite from Silverton 
Tunnel, Colorado. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Below Left:  Light green fluorite with blue aquamarine on 
silver-tan  
muscovite 
crystals.  The 
fluorite  
crystal is a 
combination of 
an octahedra, 
modified by a 
cube.  The 
edges of the 
octahedra are 
also modified 
by another 
crystal form 
called the dodecahedra.  A specimen of  
dodecahedral crystals is pictured on the following 
page.  This specimen was recovered near Aliabad, 
Nagar, Gilgit, Pakistan. 



Pictured here is an amazing and complex group of fluorite crystals.  This is at least two     
larger octahedral crystals made up of dozens of smaller octahedral crystals!  A second  
feature that makes this specimen unique is that it is very, very dark purple.  It is so dark 
that it looks black.  This wonderful specimen is from the Akchatau tungsten-molybdenum 
mine in Kazakhstan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dodecahedral Fluorite Crystals 
A rare crystal form for fluorite is the rhombic dodecahedral crystal.  These crystals have 12 
faces and each face has 4 sides.  Fluorite specimens from the famous Sweet Home mine near 
Alma, Colorado, USA occurred in this form.  Pictured below is a specimen with a number of 
dodecahedral fluorite crystals on matrix with needle-like quartz crystals.  These crystals are 
dark purple in the middle and get lighter toward the edges. 



The Mines of Eastern Tennessee 
 
The Elmwood, Gordonsville, 
and Cumberland mines have 
produced some of the most 
spectacular fluorite, calcite, 
sphalerite and other mineral 
specimens in the world.  They 
have also produced combina-
tions of these minerals that 
are some of the best mineral 
specimens ever recovered 
anywhere.  To the right is a 
group of four large, deep 
purple fluorite crystals     
sitting on very deep red 
sphalerite crystals from the 
Elmwood mine, near          
Carthage, Smith County, 
Tennessee, USA.  Notice 
that each large cube is actually formed by hundreds of very small, individual cubes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
◄A large, perfectly clear fluorite cube 
from the Berbes mine, Berbes, Asturias, 
Spain.  This outstanding specimen is  
colorless, but has lilac-purple coloring 
around the edges!  This is a good  
example of how fluorite can be zoned 
with different colors in distinct areas 
of the crystal. 



English Fluorites 
 
Some of the most famous fluorite specimens in the world have 
come from England.  The glassy, deep green, purple and yellow 
cubes from places like Weardale, County Durham, England,  
display a special feature of fluorite cubes.  The specimens 
from Weardale are often twinned crystals.  This means that 
two crystals have grown together in a way that is determined 
by their crystal form.  When two of these fluorite cubes grow 

together, a penetration twin is formed.  To the right  
is a picture of a perfect penetration twin.  One of the crystals 
has been shaded so you can more easily see the two individual 

crystals. 
 
◄Here is an amber-yellow twin 
of fluorite from the Hilton 
mine, Scordale, Westmoreland, 
England. 
 
Below is a specimen of a number of penetration twins of fluo-
rite on matrix.  This specimen is from the Heights mine, 
Weardale, England.  You can color the crystals deep green, 
purple or yellow. 



A Fluorite Crossword Puzzle 
Now that you have spent time reading and looking through this book,  

let’s see what you know.   

1 

2 

3 

4 5 

6 

7 8 

9 

10 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Across 
2. Something added to ore to make the metal come out at a 

lower temperature. 
4. A crystal that looks like a box is called a _________. 
6. In the Japanese language, fluorite is called 

_____________ Stone. 
7. Fluorite’s luster is described as _________________. 
10. The man who created the mineral hardness scale was 

named Friedrich _________. 
12. The fluorine atom in fluorite is used to make an ingredient 

found in ____________.  You use this every day. 
13. Fluorite is number 4 on the mineral ___________ scale. 
15. A crystal that has 8 faces, each of which is a triangle, is 

described as ______. 

Down 
1. Another name for the isometric crystal system. 
3. Fluorite forms special twin crystals that are called 

_____________________ twins. 
5. The name given to banded masses of fluorite found in 

England. 
6. When ultraviolet light shines on fluorite ____________ 

colors are created. 
8. The crystal system to which fluorite belongs. 
9. Fluorite has _____________ cleavage. 
11. The color pink is created in fluorite by the elements 

________________ and oxygen. 
14. The mineral name “fluorite” comes from the 

_________ word “fluere.” 



A Fluorite Word Search 
 

In this word search you will find words that are connected in some way to fluorite.  The 
words can go left to right, right to left, top to bottom, bottom to top  

and diagonally. 

F U L T R A V I O L E T M A D 

I B E T S A P H T O O T W O P 

R O H O T A R U I S H I D I E 

E B C R A I N B O W S E Y L N 

F L O W P A T F Q U C X R I E 

L U L E C A K L E A O V L G T 

Y E O S B R C U H T L F E H R 

S J R J I O O E H G L L W T A 

T O Z I S N D R M M O U E N T 

O H O R H R Y E C S I O J I I 

N N N O O C T A H E D R O N O 

E X E N M U F U N Y I I C G N 

N O S B Y B H E L P C D A B O 

G A B B Y E W O W I A E F U N 

X T N E C S E R O U L F 2 G P 

Dodecahedron; Octahedron; Cube; Firefly stone; Flow; Fluere; Fluoride; Mohs; 
Color Zones; Rainbow; Ultraviolet; Blue John; Acid; Lightning Bug; Hotaruishi; 
Fluorescent; Penetration; Twin; Toothpaste; Jewelry; TGMS; Acid; Iron; Colloid;  

CaF2  


